
The Specialist Tyre Suppliers



At Redstone our purpose is to offer straightforward, reliable advice
as well as competitive prices and a fast, professional service

Whether you are looking for turf, ATV or trailer tyres, agricultural
patterns in the smaller tyre sector or tyres for the grounds
maintenance fleet - Redstone has them all. You can be confident in
drawing on a competent utilisation of products available to create 
a bespoke package for you. Your cutting-deck needs new wheels?
Redstone has supplies. Puncture proof options? Redstone for
Amerityre and Carlisle Reliance.

We stock a wide range of leading tyre brands including Carlisle,
BKT and Maxxis. With our ability to supply most other makes on
the market and with additional accessories and maintenance
equipment, from tubeless valves to repair kits, you have everything
you need for your tyre-fitting workshop.



With tread variants, ply-rating options and brand variety to choose from, as
puncture prevention specialists we are committed to delivering effective results for
tyre users nationwide.

Specific focus and dedicated supply 
to the grounds maintenance sector

Founded in 1999, Redstone has grown
steadily into one of the leading importers
and stockists of specialist tyres, distributing
throughout the whole of the UK. The company
continues to offer expert advice and
knowledge to the market, building consumer
confidence through providing reliable
solutions. It has always been recognised 
that stock availability and fast delivery are of
paramount importance in serving this industry.

Combined with this emphasis on service is an insistence on carrying 
a broad selection of tyres in stock, catering for a wide spectrum of
machinery. Our advice and experience, together with our knowledge of
what is required, means that we can find bespoke solutions for your
particular problem - saving you both time and money. Whether it is your
machine or your customer’s machine - please enquire.

Our extensive range of tyres offers you varying tread patterns, optional
ply-ratings and superior resistance to punctures where possible. Add to
this a good stock of inner tubes, upmarket tyre sealant and puncture
repair materials - this is Redstone. Tyre shops, machinery dealers, local
councils and contractors can only benefit from drawing on this supply,
held available for immediate despatch.



Tyres for your range of machinery - solutions for your mower fleet

Tyres, the heart of 
our business. Here 
is an introduction...

Commercial Turf
If you’re working on verges 
or open space and need a
robust or hard wearing tyre,
Redstone has a range of
options for these applications.
Please enquire about the
puncture resistant alternatives.

Round-Shouldered Turf
Perhaps the existing tyres 
on your machine are marking
the ground too much. Ask 
us about the selection of turf-
friendly, round-shouldered
tyres that are available.

When it comes to the 
Multi Rib pattern, there 
are a number of variants
performing different
functions. From the hay
turner to the utility vehicle,
Redstone covers them all.

Smooth
Principally fitted to machines
that operate on very fine
grass areas, like golf 
greens. A small number of
manufacturers and sizes, with
some variations in ply rating.

Knobbly
This tread pattern is often
used on ATV’s or on turf
machinery where more grip
is needed. Ask about the
different sizes and brands
that are stocked.

HD All Terrain
Sometimes you might need
more aggression or a heavier
duty tyre. Giving plenty of
wear on a variety of surfaces,
there are a few patterns
offered in a limited number 
of sizes.

Aggressive ATV
You will not find a better tread
formation for ultimate grip in
extreme conditions than this
rugged, directional ATV tyre.
Several manufacturers and
tread variants.

Tractive Open-Centre
The Open-Centre or Tractive
pattern is fitted to a wide
range of machinery, from 
the rotavator to the large
agricultural tractor. This 
self-cleaning tread pattern
remains an all-time favourite
where real grip is required.

Whether it is the Carlisle or Titan, Maxxis or Kenda,
BKT or Duro, the eight tread patterns shown below,
in our opinion give a concise overview of the core
selection of tyres used for grounds maintenance.

Multi Rib



Redstone - all about tyres?  Well, yes but covering so
much more.  We cater for a diverse market - from initial
puncture prevention to a means of fitting and puncture
repair.  Whatever your needs, we are here to help.

Redstone offer great value, service 
and a broad range of products

Comprehensive range of turf tyres, ATV, 
agricultural and trailer tyres

Inner tubes and inner tube repair kits

Tyre and tyre/wheel assemblies to replace, 
convert or upgrade your existing fitment

Unique range of fine treaded flotation tyres 
with many options

Flatfree solutions - Amerityre & Carlisle Reliance

Tyre changers and tyre equipment

Terra-S® - The Upmarket Sealant

There are many options to choose
from - let us advise you on the best one.
Please give us a call on:

01243 558959
Specialist supplies 
in a specialist sector



Trading hours
7.30am - 4.45pm Monday to Friday.

How to order
We welcome orders by telephone, email, fax or by post.

How to purchase
Payment can be made using all major debit and credit cards.
Account application forms will be sent on request.

Delivery
Goods in stock will be delivered within 24 hours. 
Carriage is usually free for catalogue orders of over £100. 

South Yard, Ford Lane, Arundel
West Sussex BN18 0DF

t: 01243 558959
f: 01243 555681
e: sales@redstoneuk.com

www.redstoneuk.com


